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We love to hear from you! 
Send your questions and comments to voicemagazine.org, 

and please indicate if we may publish your letter! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Hey! Did you know the Voice Magazine has a Facebook page? 

No kidding!  We also do the twitter thing once in a while if you're into that. 
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Editorial Karl Low 
Lingering 

This is going to be a quick editorial, as I’m still dealing with 
the after effects of this flu and really not fully up to snuff.  

After all the troubles two weeks ago that lead to us skipping 
an issue, however, it is kind of nice to get back to normal. Or 
at least as normal as we get around here.  And fortunately, we 
resume with a great interview as our feature.  Tania Parker 
interviews graduate student Margot Van Sluytman, who has 
started the sawbonna project.  Sawbonna, as it turns out, is a 
word with a lot of meaning packed into it, and Van Sluytman 
may serve as inspiration for you if you’re wondering about a 
larger meaning behind your studies. 

We also have an interview with Dr. Shawn Fraser, the interim 
dean of the Faculty of Graduate Studies.  Not only an 
interesting interview, it comes packed with a lot of advice if 
you’re starting to look toward undertaking some post-
graduate work. 

We round this issue out with a Porkpie Hat that digs into the 
idea of the world not being a battle between good and evil so 
much as it is a battle between freedom and fear.  As well as 
some possible weapons we could use to 

make sure freedom wins. It’s an interesting idea in how it does seem to explain 
so much of what we see going on in the world today.  So maybe the 
prescription it offers is the right one as well.  At any rate, enjoy the read! 

 

 

Scholarship of the Week 
Digging up scholarship treasure for AU students.   

Scholarship name:  Parking Solutions Scholarship 

Sponsored by:  Parking BOXX 

Deadline:  October 15, 2018 

Potential payout:  $1000 

Eligibility restriction:  Applicants must be enrolled, or due to be enrolled, in a 
program at an accredited university, college, or a trade, technical, or vocational 
school. 

What's required:  An online application form, along with an approximately 500-word essay on 
the topic of technology innovation in parking solutions from a student perspective. 

Tips:   Check out the guide to parking solutions for some inspiration for your essay.  

Where to get info:  parkingboxx.com/parking-solutions-scholarship-parking-boxx/ 

https://parkingboxx.com/parking-solutions-definitive-guide
https://parkingboxx.com/parking-solutions-scholarship-parking-boxx/
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From Murder to Meaning  Tania Parker 
 

The power of one moment, one 
word.   

The moment: Easter Monday, 1978.  
The moment Margot Van Sluytman’s 
father was murdered while 
attempting to stop an armed robbery. 

The word: sawbonna.  A Zulu greeting 
that translates to “I see you”.  To see 
our shared humanity, the goodness in 
one another, our fragility.  The way 
Van Sluytman now sees her father’s 
murderer. 

After the tragic loss of her father, and 
an attempt to join him, Van Sluytman 
turned to the therapeutic power of 
words, using poetry and writing to 
free herself from behind her invisible 

bars.  Finding her niche, she went on to launch a publishing company, Palabras Press, published 
several books, and accepted an award from the National Association for Poetry Therapy for her 
work.   

It was around this time when Van Sluytman and her father’s murderer, released from prison as a 
transformed man dedicated to rehabilitation work within his community, began to share words, 
eventually stumbling into moments.  Moments that transform sawbonna from a simple word into 
a living framework in which to view humanity even after the most devastating of nightmares. 

Today, Van Sluytman’s life work is dedicated to The Sawbonna Project: transforming the culture 
of justice through the shared healing of both victim and offender, through respect, responsibility, 
and relationship.  She accomplishes this by not just talking the talk—she walks the walk, right 
alongside her father’s murderer.  Together, they speak about restorative justice at schools and in 
jails.  Together, they are the shared voice of reconciliation.  Of restoration.  Of sawbonna.   

And now this moment: AU has awarded Van Sluytman, an MA-IS graduate, with the 2018 
Distinguished Alumni Award: a formal recognition of the honour and prestige that her notable 
contributions to humanity brings to the University.   

Margot has generously accepted my request for an email interview, where she discusses her 
serendipitous path to AU, her reaction to winning the Award, and how AU has fit into her overall 
vision.   

What brought you to choose AU to pursue your MA-IS, especially over a brick and mortar university? 
I chose AU because for years I had been looking for a Graduate Program that spoke to my pressing 
yearning for a program that would be interdisciplinary and inclusive of "mature" students.  I also 
wanted my studies and research to be done via distance education where I could run my 
publishing press, continue to offer my courses and talks about Therapeutic Writing and Social 
Justice around the world, and be able to study within my schedule.  I could study anywhere, not 
curtailed by the time-zones.  My in-depth research about AU proved inspiring.  MA-IS 
underscored for me that it was "bricks and mortar" of the very essence of quality, commitment, 

Photo by Katalin Karolyi 

https://lincsociety.bc.ca/
https://sawbonna.wordpress.com/
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and support to its students.   A truly precious story 
that made me know beyond the shadow of a doubt 
that AU was for me, was a powerfully auspicious 
meeting that happened in Portland, Oregon, in 
April 2007.  I was there to present a workshop and 
to receive an award from The National Association 
for Poetry Therapy, for my Therapeutic Writing 
Courses and Publication, Dance With Your Healing: 
Tears Let Me Begin to Speak.  The then President, Dr. 
Perie Longo, introduced me to Dr. Reinekke 
Lengelle.  Dr. Lengelle and I were the only 
Canadians (both from Alberta at that time) at that 
conference of several hundred people from 
around the Globe.  Our work with and for and 
because of Therapeutic Writing and how it permits 
"voice" and "agency", was a poignantly shared-
passion.  When I told her about my desire to engage 
in Graduate Studies, she told me about AU.  She is 
one of the gifted and committed professors at AU 
with whom I eventually studied. 

In your master’s thesis, you had mentioned your 
belief in being the change you wished to see in the 
world.  It is beautiful to see someone act toward this 
belief as you do.  How do you feel that AU has helped 
you in the journey towards being the change?  
Three names among a rich and inspiring list stand 
out for me when I think of the most potent mentors 
in my AU journey.  Dr. Paul Nonnekes, Dr. Dale 
Dewhurst, Dr. Carolyn Redl.  My first teacher was 
Dr. Nonnekes.  By class three, I was ready to "quit." 
The reason was that I was over-whelmed with 
excitement.  I commented on everything, often my 
linking my comments and responses to sawbonna.  
Other students challenged me about this, asking 
why I always told "my" story.  Rather than respect 
and treasure their voices, I felt scared, threatened, 
embarrassed.  Paul said to me, "I will be 
disappointed in you if you quit." Why did this 
matter to me? It mattered because what Paul knew 
and what he taught us, was that learning is about 
being challenged, is about asking and being asked 
abundant questions, and learning how to respond 
with and from and because of the intellect of the 
heart—the heart of the intellect.  His cancer diagnosis during our course left me and my 
classmates deeply, deeply saddened.  His death was a blow to his students and colleagues.  His 
wisdom of, "Do not quit.  Honour the gift that education is," ie. discourses of all manner, will stay 
with me as another treasure from AU.  Drs. Dewhurst and Redl, my co-thesis supervisors remain 
the very light at the tunnel of my commitment to sawbonna.  Carolyn supported and trained me  

AU-thentic Events 
Upcoming AU Related Events 

 

Online MBA Info Session 
Wed, October 10, 10:00 to 11:00 am MDT 
Online 
Hosted by AU Faculty of Business 
business.athabascau.ca/event-details/online-
mba-executives-information-session-13/ 
Register online at above link 

Zotero and Mendeley Citation Management 
Tools Webinar 
Thurs, October 11, 12:00 to 1:00 pm MDT 
Online 
Hosted by AU Library 
library.athabascau.ca/orientations.html 
No pre-registration required 

AUSU Council Meeting 
Thurs, October 11, 6:30 to 8:30 pm MDT 
Online 
Hosted by AUSU 
www.ausu.org/event/ausu-public-council-
meeting/ 
No pre-registration required; e-mail 
governance@ausu.org  for meeting package 

Graduate Student Research Conference 
Holiday Inn Conference Centre, 4485 
Gateway Blvd, Edmonton AB 
Fri, October 12, 6:00 pm to Sunday, October 
14, 12:00 pm 
In-person and online 
Hosted by AU Faculty of Graduate Studies 
and AUGSA 
news.athabascau.ca/events/graduate-student-
research-conference/ 
Register online at above link; $200+GST for 
in-person and $50+GST for online 

All events are free unless otherwise specified 

https://business.athabascau.ca/event-details/online-mba-executives-information-session-13/
https://business.athabascau.ca/event-details/online-mba-executives-information-session-13/
http://library.athabascau.ca/orientations.html
https://www.ausu.org/event/ausu-public-council-meeting/
https://www.ausu.org/event/ausu-public-council-meeting/
mailto:governance@ausu.org
https://news.athabascau.ca/events/graduate-student-research-conference/
https://news.athabascau.ca/events/graduate-student-research-conference/
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in the use of my research methodology: autoethnography.  She compelled me to write with 
vigour, with vision, with courage, with precision, and with focus, so that this methodology, one 
that is as yet challenged, will be seen for the academic rigour that is insisted upon—a rigour that 
demands clarity and that stands shoulder-to-shoulder with all others.   

The one time we met in Edmonton, Dale's words, "You have stumbled upon a new justice theory 
with sawbonna," were, and are, the very essence of my daily life's compulsion for, and 
commitment to, affect change in Canada's justice policy.  Dale's encouragement to me to write a 
thesis that would do what I wanted it to do, that which it is still doing, "Affect the heart of the 
intellect of those in political power," compelled me to write, write, write, re-write, re-write, re-
write, so that I could hone in on the foundational essence of sawbonna.  His other words to me, 
"Use the word sawbonna everywhere." I do.   

How can we, as distance education students from around the world and from different perspectives 
of life (including those that study at AU while incarcerated) incorporate sawbonna into our lives?   
Sawbonna means shared-humanity.  The simple phrase, "I see you." To incorporate it in all that 
we do is to be present to our very self first, so that we come to know our voice of love, which is 
the essential voice of justice.  In those moments during my studies, when I was feeling "out of my 
league," "useless," "too, too tired," or "unworthy" of even putting pen to paper, I reminded myself 
that sawbonna starts from my heart of kindness with myself and works outward from there.  That 
each student knows they matter, is vital.  Even as AU is not the tradition of "bricks and mortar," it 
is the traditional act of teaching and learning that attests to exquisite learning, whereby the 
intellect of the heart infuses a desire to thrive.  And, AU is the non-traditional of courage in the 
very act of making exquisite learning available around the Globe.  Students and professors are 
always near.  Sawbonna is about relationship.  AU is about relationship.  We are seen.  We matter.   

What was your reaction when you learned you'll be receiving the 2018 Distinguished Alumni Award? 
Tears.  Awe.  Gratitude.  I was in the car with my brother, Jeremy, who was visiting from overseas.  
The phone rang and he pulled over and asked, "What's up, Marg?" I suspect on my face he saw an 
expression of, "What? Me? No way!" The reason for this, now that I have had time to digest, is the 
fact that from the time my Dad, Theodore, was murdered, when I was a girl of 16, to now, a 
woman of 56, I have been walking a tight-rope dance of creating and finding meaning.  My one 
constant has been reading, writing, research, and curiosity about how learning, how education 
can be a force for change, for "meaning-making." Discovering AU was as if discovering a vein of 
pure gold.  My seeming severed vocal cords found a way to voice again.  AU has twice-blessed 
me.   

What advice can you give to aspiring future alumni? 
Always remember, particularly in those moments when you feel too, too tired, incapable, 
unworthy, that you are the very voice of hope, justice, freedom, and creative-fire that the learning 
at AU inspires you savour.  "Don't quit!" Sawbonna! 

I, for one, hold my head up a little higher as an AU student, honoured to be alongside someone as 
strong and admirable as Margot Van Sluytman.   

Congratulations, Margot! 
Tania is a 30-something career BHRLR student currently averaging one course per year, aka a "lifelong learner" (or lifelong procrastinator). 
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Dr. Shawn Fraser is a Professor and the Interim Dean of the Faculty of 
Graduate Studies at Athabasca University.  Here we talk about his 
background, inspiration at AU, acquisition of education, demographics 
of graduate students at AU, popular courses and programs, and more! 

What is your own narrative? What is family and personal background, 
e.g., geography, culture, language, religion, and so on? 
I was born and raised in Regina, Saskatchewan.  My father was a 
city police officer and my mother was a welder.  Having working 
class parents and being a first-generation university graduate and 
first generation professor colors my view of higher education in 
terms of access to education and the role of education in society.  
In terms of culture, I grew up on the prairies of Saskatchewan and 
this means I am a Roughriders and Canadian Football League fan.  
For fun and some activity I play football in the Edmonton Flag 
Football Association.    

What is the most inspiring story seen coming out of AU by you? 
It is too difficult to pick any one story.  Many Athabasca 
University students are the first in their family to go to university.  
The strong support and pride from families is always palpable 

and inspiring at convocation.  However, working with a student who was eventually awarded a 
degree posthumously was inspiring on many levels.  The degree was accepted by the student's 
partner and I had the privilege of shaking her hand on stage at convocation.  This was a special 
and humbling experience showing how precious higher education can be. 

What work took most of the time for you, in early life into young adulthood and prior to the interim 
position? Where did you get an education, and in what? And why those areas of study? 
I attended the University of Regina where I obtained a BSc in Mathematics.  With no lab 
component and no term papers, Math was the perfect major for me since I needed to work most 
evenings to pay for school.  After finishing my Math degree I decided to pursue a more applied 
science, Kinesiology.  I eventually obtained an MSc in Kinesiology from the University of 
Saskatchewan and went on to complete a PhD at the University of Alberta from the Faculty of 
Physical Education and Recreation, where I studied rardiac rehabilitation. 

Graduate school is a challenge and takes a great deal of persistence.  I was fortunate to belong to 
a strong and supportive research group and to obtain Tri-council funding as a doctoral student.  
I joined Athabasca University in 2006 as an Assistant Professor in the Centre for Nursing and 
Health studies.  Prior to the Interim Dean position I served as the Program Director for the MN 
and MHS programs, Acting Dean of FGS in 2014, and most recently as the Associate Dean for 
Teaching and Learning for the Faculty of Health Disciplines.   

What are the demographics of the graduate students of AU? 
The demographics of our students varies a great deal depending on the program.  According to 
our Office of Institutional Studies, the average age of an incoming graduate student is 35 years of 

http://effa.ab.ca/
http://effa.ab.ca/
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age.  About 74% of our graduate students are women, but most of the students in our DBA (67%) 
program and MSc-IS (81%) programs are men.  There are also slightly more men than women in 
our MBA (56%) and Architecture (55%) programs.  In contrast, about 92% of our MN students are 
women.   

What course is the most popular? Any speculation on the reason? 
Given the size of our Master of Nursing (MN) program, the first required MN course, Nursing 
608, is the most popular graduate course at the moment.  The top 20 graduate courses by 
registration are all Nursing courses.   

Also, what degree program is the most signed onto for graduate students? 
The Master of Nursing program is by far the most subscribed graduate program taking in nearly 
300 students annually.  There are currently over 1500 student in the MN program.   

What tasks and responsibilities come with the interim position? 
I basically oversee the Faculty of Graduate Studies (FGS) team which provides services in the 
support and administration of AU’s graduate programs.  I also chair the Faculty of Graduate 
Studies Council, the body responsible for developing and approving policies and guidelines 
related to graduate programming and program delivery.  Daily tasks include representing FGS 
on various governance committees and in other meetings and working with the other AU 
Faculties on tasks to help achieve the goals outlined in our strategic plan.   

What books are you currently reading, AU and non-AU?  
I mostly read reports these day such as the recent Horizon Report on technology trends in higher 
education and the recently released The State of Post-Secondary Education in Canada.  However, 
I am working my way through AU Press’ new book An Online Doctorate for Researching Professionals: 
Program Design, Implementation, and Evaluation.  For fun I am currently reading Robert Louis 
Stevenson’s The Black Arrow: A Tale of the Two Roses and .  learning statistics with jamovi: a tutorial 
for psychology students and other beginners (for free here). 

What are the current initiatives ongoing in graduate studies? 
We have many initiatives in FGS designed to improve the support of quality graduate education 
at Athabasca University.  An ongoing initiative we have is to provide support for the professional 
skills development of graduate students.  These are offered through webinars, in-person 
workshops and now we are developing some online modules and courses.  Other initiatives 
include supporting faculty development with workshops around thesis supervision, for example.  
Major initiatives to support students include an annual 3MT competition for AU graduate 
students and the annual Graduate Student Conference, co-hosted with the Athabasca University 
Graduate Students’ Association.   

If you could have a meal with a person living or dead, who would it be? What would be the meal?   
I would be terrified, but I would love to have a meal with Kurt Vonnegut or Bertrand Russell, two 
of my favorite authors.  The meal might include some Thai food or maybe American Barbeque.   

For students interested in AU graduate studies, what are the main things needing doing prior to 
application? 
It is important to check that you have all of your materials and to check that you’ve met the 
qualifications for admission.  Each program has slightly different requirements and deadlines 
and program options (e.g., thesis vs.  course-based).  Since each program has different 
administrators, if you have questions about admission it is important to contact the graduate 

https://library.educause.edu/resources/2018/8/2018-nmc-horizon-report
http://higheredstrategy.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/HESA_SPEC_2018.pdf
https://sites.google.com/brookes.ac.uk/learning-stats-with-jamovi
http://fgs.athabascau.ca/news/announcements/index.php#3mt2018
https://augradconference.athabascau.ca/?page_id=113
https://www.augsa.com/
https://www.augsa.com/
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program administrators for the specific program you are interested in.  Incomplete applications 
can cause a big delay.  It may be helpful to consider how much time you can devote to graduate 
studies.  A thesis or dissertation can take much longer than one anticipates.  A course based 
masters takes a great deal of time and many years.  Support from family, friends and employers 
is cited as extremely important for our graduates.  A long term plan to cover costs and the 
potential disruption to work and family is best done prior to starting a degree.   

AU students tend to forget or not take the time to know enough about scholarships and awards.  What 
awards are available for the graduate students? How can they apply? What are the best means by 
which to strengthen awards and scholarships applications of the students? 
There are many awards available to AU graduate students and some of these are listed on the 
Faculty of Graduate Studies website.  In fact, some funding is underutilized and can go unclaimed.  
Some of these  Masters  and Doctoral awards are administered from the registrar's office and 
some are administered by the Faculty of Graduate Studies.  Provincial and federal awards are also 
available.  The Research Office also has funding for travel to conferences and for research 
software.  Work closely with FGS and your home Faculty to identify upcoming awards and 
requirements and for information on how to apply.   

Regarding the direction of AU for 2018/19, what most excites you? 
Athabasca University is undergoing a period of renewal having just developed a new strategic 
plan, Imagine: Transforming Lives, Transforming Communities.  Following this plan, the Faculty of 
Graduate Studies has developed a new strategic plan.  We anticipate a period of growing graduate 
enrollments and new and exciting programs are being developed.  We are excited for AU to 
expand graduate programming options to new students. 

Scott Douglas Jacobsen works with various organizations and runs In-Sight: Independent Interview-Based Journal and In-Sight Publishing. 
 
 
 

20 Tips for Online Study Success Tara Panrucker 
 

So you’ve taken the big step toward your 
educational goals and signed up for online 
classes with Athabasca University.  
Congratulations! Simply getting started is 
the first step toward achieving your 
aspirations.  But times have changed, and 
online learning is different than being in 
a classroom with a professor and fellow 
students.   

Although there are numerous benefits to 
studying online, from the option to study 
whenever it suits your schedule to rolling 
out of bed and studying in your PJs, take 
time to uncover more about self-learning.   

1. This guide on the AU site is handy to help you ask yourself important questions 
before you begin: https://news.athabascau.ca/top-5-things-to-ask-yourself-
before-taking-an-online-course/ . 

http://fgs.athabascau.ca/opportunities/index.php
http://registrar.athabascau.ca/studentawards/graduate.php
http://registrar.athabascau.ca/studentawards/doctoral.php
http://research.athabascau.ca/funding/graduate-students/index.php
https://news.athabascau.ca/top-5-things-to-ask-yourself-before-taking-an-online-course/
https://news.athabascau.ca/top-5-things-to-ask-yourself-before-taking-an-online-course/
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2. Yes, you have flexibility in when and where you study; you also run the risk of 
constant distraction from other things, like going out with friends or cleaning up 
your house.  Set up a weekly school schedule and stick to it. 

3. New students may be under the impression that online learning is easier than 
learning in the classroom.  They may be surprised to find many online semesters 
pack more work into a shorter period.  Be mentally prepared to work and study 
hard, in addition to slating time for a great deal of reading and note-taking. 

4. Make your study space suit your needs.  Since you’re not going to a classroom, 
create a comfortable and practical work area, and turn off distractions, like your 
cell-phone.  A ritual can help, like tuning in to a Spotify music station to signal 
your brain it’s about to get to work. 

5. Stay on top of computer updates to make your coursework go smoothly.  Don’t 
let computer glitches or slow connections needlessly slow you down. 

6. Spend extra time discovering online resources AU offers students.  Many of these 
resources aim to help you thrive in your studies.   

7. Also familiarize yourself with key dates and deadlines at the beginning of your 
course.  If you haven’t arranged ahead for fitting in exams that require you to 
travel to an exam location, you may miss course deadline and that may cost you. 

8. Find out what kind of assistance is offered through AU in the event you require 
mental or emotional support. 

9. Sometimes studying online can feel isolating.  Join in AU discussions offered that 
help you stay connected with other students and tutors. 

10. Make extra cash writing for AUSU’s The Voice Magazine. Not only will it help pay 
for programs, but it will minimize your stress about course fees so you can 
concentrate on studying instead. 

11. Online study also allows you to work prior to course start dates by reading ahead.  
For example, if you skim the unit the week prior to a start date, you will be ready 
to join in discussions and start assignments sooner. 

12. Be strategic in planning your study.  Skim course work to see what needs to be 
studied more in-depth and what does not.  That way you’ll spend more time on 
the major work and less on the minor. 

13. Leave free time every week to catch up on reading, editing your assignments, and 
working ahead on your next unit. 

14. Examine grade descriptions and percentages that go toward overall grading.  For 
example, if something comes up and you run out of time, you’ll know ahead that 
the group discussion for an assignment that only counts for 4 points is something 
you can skip to focus on the actual work that counts for 20% of your entire grade.  
Or, note grade breakdowns to plan your study time wisely so you can avoid 
missing any work. 

15. Pay attention to the comments and edits your tutor makes in your returned 
assignments.  They are spending the time to do so to help you learn where you 
may require further study. 

16. Consistently use one style guide in your assignments.  Refer to it regularly. 
17. Find out what other video learning is available through AU that can help you avoid 

mistakes on your coursework and bring up your grade average. 
18. Try not to take on too many onscreen courses at once, especially if you work full 

time and have family obligations.  Start out small and then, if you feel you can 
handle it, add more courses. 
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19. Be aware you may not know who your assigned online instructor or tutor is until 
after you’ve signed up for a course. Unfortunately, you may have to adjust to a 
new tutor’s style of marking and communication. Prepare yourself for an 
online learning curve and try to remain flexible.  

20. Your tutor is not a mind reader, so best to communicate where you’re having 
troubles and what exactly you need help with.  If you’re still not receiving 
assistance, contact student services to find out your options.  After all, you’ve 
invested a great deal of time and money into your studies, so you must advocate 
for yourself to get the most out of it. 

Self-learning can certainly be the best path to attaining your degree or driving you toward a better 
career.  Do the work ahead of time and find out what Athabasca University provides to help make 
your dreams a reality. 

Tara Panrucker lives on Vancouver Island and is seeking a General Arts Degree at AU. 

 
 
 
 
The Not-So Starving Student Xin Xu 
The Financial Diet 

Three Things Students are Spending 
Too Much on and How to Save 

Judiciously  

 

There are many similarities 
between being financially fit and 
physical or mental wellbeing.  For 
one, possessing financial 
awareness, or “fitness”, will 
barricade us against stressors such 
as emergency use of funds.  Money 
has a tendency to leave us at the 
earliest opportunity and, 
especially as students, when stress 
hits a lot of rational thought goes 
out the window.  This leaves us 
vulnerable to frivolous spending.  

So how do we become healthier at managing our finances? Is there a certain formula we should 
follow or rely on some common rule of thumbs? The real answer is that, like taking care of our 
bodies and minds, the strategies work differently for different people.  However, like physical 
exercise, practice through habit-formation helps ward unnecessary spending out and improve 
your ability to save and invest in things that really matter.  Like your education or raising a family.   
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Clothing:  
Unless your goal is to be the next fashionista, chasing 
the latest trends is often a poor investment of our 
resources.  Fads come in and out of style and “fast 
fashion” not only places economic burdens on 
stylists but also environmental burdens on the 
planet.  The waste produced from the fashion 
industry is a first world problem that is pushed by 
the mass advertising campaigns and the increasingly 
materialistic nature of our societies.  So what are 
some possible ways to avoid “buying in” to this 
billion-dollar industry? Try to invest in staple pieces 
that don’t go out of style such as a structured black 
blazer or a pair of sturdy blue jeans.  Second-hand 
clothing for designer brands found on sites such as eBay and Kijiji also curb our cravings to shop.  
Another tip is to purchase all your clothing off season at a clearance or sale price rather than 
paying the full retail price tag.   

 

Eating out:  
Eating out seems inevitable at times, particularly when 
social activities are so tightly bound to eating and 
drinking.  In my own friend circles, I’ve suggested going 
for coffee rather than a full sit down dinner to improve 
my own savings.  Another handy idea might be to suggest 
lunch rather than dinner as often, the dinner menu prices 
tend to be associated with more inflated costs.  Going out 
to restaurants that offer Groupon deals, special offers, or 
student discounts can further protect your wallet from 
taking a big hit.  If your reason for eating out is food 
cravings rather than social reasons, try buying raw 
ingredients for your favorite dish and preparing it with a 
tested recipe online.  The results are often surprisingly 
delicious and save you the additional charge for ambience 
and service.   

 

Electronics gadgets:  
It is incredibly difficult to avoid technology as a student in the twenty-first century.  Recently, 
I’ve noticed the number of assignments, projects and even exams that are delivered through an 
electronic platform.  Athabasca University’s courses are run almost entirely online and impossible 
to complete without a desktop, laptop, or tablet of some kind.  Hence many students acquire 
various electronic tools throughout their academic career.  However, occasionally the infatuation 
with technology can consume us.  Like fashion, we might find ourselves playing catch-up with 
the newest iPhone or the lightest tablet.  But tech gadgets that are fashionable now will not be 
three years down the road.  Hence, purchasing used gadgets in good condition can save you a 

Healthy homemade 
pasta 

Overpriced, salt-infused 
pasta 
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significant fraction of the retail price.  If you are looking to invest in a reliable piece of technology, 
try purchasing them in August or September, when back-to-school deals are offered at nearly 
every software and electronic store.   

 Xin Xu is a post-graduate health-science AU student, aspiring clinician, globe-trotter, parrot-breeder and tea-connoisseur. 

 
 

Student Sizzle — AU's Hot Social Media Topics 
Following What's Hot around AU's Social Media Sites.   

AthaU Facebook Group 
Elli is curious whether other students have successfully appealed assignment 

marks; short answer is "yes."  Angela asks whether AU provides career 
counselling services; responders post info for both AU and AUSU resources.     

Other posts include accessing course materials before the contract start date, 
withdrawing from a course after the contract end date, and courses BIOL 
230, CRJS 360, and PSYC 333. 

reddit 
User "Foppberg" seeks clarification on the process for enrolling in full-time 

studies when student loans are covering the cost. 

Twitter 
@austudentsunion tweets:  "AUSU provides a FREE mobile app to all AU undergraduates. This is 
a great way to stay organized, have easy access to services, get event notifications, and a chance 
to interact with other AU students. Download it today to keep on top of schooling! 
t.co/pvXMkKFKs1." 

@AthabascaUBiz tweets:  "Hard work, self-belief, and continual learning are why entrepreneur 
Reece Tomlinson is so successful in business and is also AU’s 2018 Rising Star Alumni Award 
recipient. Read more about his story here https://bit.ly/2ON9uNr ." 

  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/AthaU/
https://www.reddit.com/r/athabascauniversity
https://twitter.com/
https://twitter.com/austudentsunion
https://t.co/pvXMkKFKs1
https://twitter.com/AthabascaUBiz
https://t.co/bmT1eeqDMn
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Lessons from my Dog Deanna Roney 
 

My dogs are Husky Shepherd crosses.  
I have had them since they were old 
enough to leave their mom, and now 
they are over 9 years old.  Over the 
years I have learned a lot from them.  
One being no matter how fenced in it 
seems you are, there is always, always, 
a way out if you want to leave bad 
enough.  There is a way over, under, 
or even through, if need be.  I have 
learned that if I am determined 
enough to get somewhere or find my 
way to something, there is always a 
way.   

Some of their methods were using a 
nearby cedar bush to climb over the 
fence, and when I cut that down and 

added height to the fence, so they couldn’t jump over, they decided the best way was to go 
through the fence, (literally, through).  When I discovered that and reinforced it they found a 
weak spot and just went under.  When I moved, and the fence was 6’ high, reinforced and they 
were unable to go under they found that they could simply use the shed out back to get over, they 
would jump up onto the roof and then over the fence they went.   

They have taught me that if you want something, to ask for it.  Even when you thought there 
would be no way it would happen—you just might get a yes.  Don’t self-regulate, if you don’t ask 
the answer is always no.   

When they were young they were allowed up on the couch, they had their spots and they stayed 
in them.  When we moved, there was a “no dogs on the furniture” rule which we all happily 
complied with for a few years.  But then one night one of the dogs rested his head on the arm of 
the chair and gave his best puppy eyes and to everyone’s shock, he was allowed up on the chair.  
Now this is a regular occurrence (though only when they’re invited up).   

They ask for treats by staring at us until we ask what they want and then they sprint to where the 
treats are hidden: being direct is the most effective communication.  If you want something, ask 
for it in direct terms.  Don’t beat around the bush, because, if you are not direct, someone might 
misunderstand what you wanted and you’ll end up being put outside, instead. 

They have taught me that being there for someone is the most important thing you can do.  They 
both believe that if someone is in a bad mood or upset that their being close will solve everything.  
And sometimes it does.   

It doesn’t matter what is wrong, they don’t care, they just want us to be happy.  So, if something 
is bothering someone, you don’t need to ask them what is wrong, it doesn’t always matter, just be 
there.  Listen without offering advice, often they just need to get things off their shoulders.   

They have also taught me do not, under any circumstance, be a pushover.  One of our dogs has 
taken the alpha role and he runs toe to toe, bark to bark and snarl to snarl with the neighbours 
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dog, who is much larger and years younger.  But he never lets anything intimidate him.  The 
other lets everything intimidate him but always steps up when the time calls.   

They have taught me to trust my instincts.  That if something does not feel right, listen to that 
feeling, even if everyone else around you doesn’t sense it, even if they are sleeping without a 
worry –always trust your senses. 

This lesson was taught to me by our easily intimidated dog.  We were out camping, our large and 
very protective German shepherd, and our other, now alpha, dog were both sound asleep, not a 
care in the world.  But our sensitive boy would not settle down.  We decided to listen to his 
instincts and we packed up our camp and started to drive out of the bush.  Not far from where 
we were camped we spotted what he sensed.  A large grizzly heading in the direction of camp. 

I have trusted his senses completely since this day.  And when a couple years later I was out 
running with him and he stopped dead in his tracks and refused to move –I listened, and we 
turned around and headed back. 

Dogs, in general, have a lot they can teach people if we stop and listen, if we watch.  They never 
hold grudges, or should I say, rarely hold grudges.  They know how to ask for what they want, 
and they are very straightforward about it.  They are determined and don’t let obstacles get in 
their way.  And they understand how much just being there can help those around them.   

Deanna is an AU graduate who loves adventure in life and literature. Follow her path on the writing journey at 
https://deannaroney.wordpress.com/ 

 

Course Exam Brittany Daigle 
GEOG 265 (Introductory Physical Geography I) 

GEOG 265 (Introductory Physical Geography I) is a three-credit introductory geography course 
that concentrates on the exploration of the geographic patterns and dynamics of the atmosphere 
and hydrosphere, covering the topics of global radiation, energy and water budgets, temperature 
and precipitation patterns, oceanic and atmospheric circulation, weather components, and 
climates.  There are no prerequisites for this course, though students should note that there is a 
home lab component.   

Introductory Physical Geography I is made up of ten units: five tutor-marked exercises worth ten 
percent each for a total of fifty percent, one midterm examination weighing twenty-five percent, 
and a final examination weighing twenty-five percent.  Throughout this course students will learn 
about topics such as solar energy, seasons, global temperatures, weather, water resources, global 
climate systems, and oceanic circulations.  To receive credit for GEOG 265, students must achieve 
a course composite grade of at least a fifty percent and must achieve a minimum grade of sixty 

http://www.athabascau.ca/syllabi/geog/geog265.php
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percent on each examination.  Both the midterm and final examinations for this course must be 
taken online with an AU approved exam invigilator.   

Lionel Pinkhard has been studying at Athabasca University since March of 2016.  He started 
GEOG 265 in March of 2018 and wrote the final exam and finished the course by the end of 
August.  When asked to describe what he liked and disliked about the course, he states “The 
readings were entertaining, the assignments were interesting, and the tutor was helpful.  I liked 
the fact that the tasks focused on the practical application of concepts taught, which was an 
excellent way of learning.  However, GEOG 265 is quite challenging, especially for a two hundred 
level course.  The assignments often required connecting several pieces of information to get to 
the answers.  This course is exciting and quite fun at times, but I would not say that it is easy.” 

Lionel describes the course, “In GEOG 265, you can learn about the relationship between the 
Earth and the Sun, the seasons, the weather, and how the Earth's systems function.  You can learn 
everything from how the Sun provides energy to the Earth, to how underground water flows 
beneath its surface.  Meteorology forms a significant part of GEOG 265, so students are expected 
to understand things like clouds, storms, and water balances.  There is also quite a bit of content 
on how humans affect the balance of the Earth's systems, and what can be done to restore it.” 

When asked to describe the course to someone who has not yet taken it, he states “There are five 
tutor-marked exercises in this course, which generally require that the student draw some graphs, 
perform some calculations, and answer some questions describing the phenomena being 
discussed.  The assignments are relatively short, with answers usually no longer than a short 
paragraph, but some of the exam questions require slightly longer writing.  The marker is quite 
forgiving, in my opinion, and the feedback is constructive.” 

He continues, “The assignments served well to help prepare for the exams, but it was also essential 
to read and understand the content in the textbook.  Both the midterm and final exams were a 
mix of multiple-choice, short answer, and long answer questions.  The time limit was three hours, 
but the exams did not take nearly that long.  They had the usual allowances of pens and scratch 
paper.  The midterm and final exams each covered half of the textbook, so it was not necessary 
to study the whole book at once.” 

Overall, he would recommend this course, stating “Yes, if you are interested in the subject and 
do not mind putting in some effort.  It is not a course to finish in a week, nor one that you can 
cruise through without effort.  It is, however, enjoyable and not overly burdensome.” 

When asked if he had any tips or tricks or helpful resources for students, he states “A globe and 
some mathematical instruments are quite useful, but a set of pens and a ruler will suffice.  The 
course package includes an atlas and a CD with animations.  I would say the essential thing in this 
course is to make sure you understand the content, not just memorize it.” 

He concludes, “All the course materials are printed, so you will get to work with actual textbooks.  
Students should note that they will need a scanner to scan all of their assignments.” 

Whether GEOG 265 is a degree requirement of yours or the topics above are of interest to you, 
this course will have you learning a lot of interesting topics surrounding the Earth and its 
characteristics! 

Brittany Daigle is 22 years old and completing her BSc in Computing Science & Information Systems with AU from Toronto, Ontario.  
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The Fit Student Marie Well  
How to Gobble More Veggies 

At Superstore, I peek at people’s groceries.  The 
porkiest shoppers buy pop, cookies, or chips.  Junk 
food spans up to half their cart.  The beefy (but not 
obese) shoppers buy processed foods like frozen 
pizzas, white breads, and wieners.  But the leanest 
shoppers buy mounds of fruits and veggies.  I can 
guess waist sizes by peering at shopping carts.   

For top health, model your diet on tips from fit 
friends.  My best female friend prodded me to eat 
beets and read health books.  (She has a PhD in 
Biology.)  Gradually, she switched my diet to 
mainly veggies.  Soon, I salivated over celery and 
swiftly dropped weight.     

My friend also urged me to swig apple cider 
vinegar mixed with water and sea salt.  A healthy 
brew.  But I got hooked on the sea salt.  Out of the 
blue, I got cravings for salty popcorn, macaroni, 
and canned ham.  I didn’t cave to the cravings, but 
still, my waist widened.  So, I threw out the salt.  

Now, I savor celery again—and my waistline shows it.   

So, savor veggies to stay lean—and healthy.  Martin Meadows show how to crave veggies in his 
book How to Eat More Vegetables: A Concise Guide to Help You Eat and Enjoy The Most Important Food 
for a Fulfilling Life.   

• Why gobble veggies?  They get you grinning: “In a study on over 80,000 people, 
individuals who ate more fruits and vegetables felt happier and had a higher life 
satisfaction than people who didn’t eat enough portions (well-being peaks at 
approximately 7 portions per day)” (location 27 of 1037, 3%).   

• And veggies give you vigor: “Many people lack energy, struggle with depression, 
obesity, high blood pressure and other unpleasant conditions largely because they 
lack key nutrients vegetables provide in spades” (location 42, 4%).   

• Munching veggies shines your skin: “The more veggies you eat, the better you look” 
(location 42, 4%). 

• So, how do you gobble more veggies?  “The simplest strategy to eat more vegetables 
is to include them in every meal” (location 352, 33%).   

• Blend a stem of kale into your cereal milk: “Make sure that each meal consists of at 
least one of the following: a salad, raw vegetables, soup, a vegetable smoothie, veggie 
sauce, spread, or dip, or as a last resort, a greens supplement” (location 533, 50%).   

• Better yet, blend two stems of kale into your cereal milk: “Doubling the amount [of 
veggies] is an easy way to eat more vegetables without affecting the flavor” (location 
392, 36%).   

• Eat carrots dipped in hummus instead of potato chips: “Try replacing your usual 
snacks with some vegetables” (location 364, 34%).   

• If au naturel veggies make you gag, try the saucy kind: “The easiest way to keep 
vegetables interesting is to pair them with different herbs, spices, and sauces” 
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(location 753, 73%).  Sprinkle  some Herbes de Provence, a blend “of savory, marjoram, 
rosemary, thyme, and oregano” (location 613, 58%).    

• No need to eyeball a butter-drenched Mac and Cheese; you’ve now got the love of 
celery.  “Soon, you’ll develop cravings for veggies instead of processed foods” 
(location 157, 15%).   

My washroom breaks take at most 45 seconds.  Any longer and I pinpoint which food caused the 
delay.  Veggies free-flow, pizza plugs.   

So, don’t clog up with chips, cakes, and deli meats.  Instead, heap your bowl with veggies.   

 

 
 
The Fit Student (Bonus Edition!) Marie Well 
Bond with your Kids 

Do you want to know best way to bond with your 
tots and teens?  Playful parenting.   

My step dad was a master of playful parenting.  
He’d arm wrestle me, often letting me win.  Or if 
he won repetitively, I’d hit him, and he’d cry out 
a playful, “Wah!”  Or he’d flex his biceps and cry, 
“Why you!”   

My step-dad did a lot of play, but mostly with his 
biological kids.  He’d wrestle them.  He’d joke 
with them.  He played macho with them.  And 
he treated his biological son like his closest 
buddy.  My step dad coached my step-brother’s 
hockey team and named his boy Most Valuable 
Player.  As adults, my step-dad and step-brother 
went bar-hopping, getting into brawls.  They’d 
laugh for hours, savoring the nights of slugging 
it out with bouncers.  A strange way to bond, but 
bonding time nonetheless.  And his two 
biological kids adore him today.   

As for me, I adore my quiet biological father.  He took me to Disneyland, to movies, to fancy 
restaurants, to museums, you name it.  He stocked his cupboards with cakes, cookies, and 
cinnamon rolls.  And he never spanked me.  When I was a tot, Papa would tell me froggy stories 
before bed.  His stories often involved the frogs defecating, which got me howling.  But after 
several bed-wettings from the hysterics, the stories stopped.   

As for a friend of mine, she adored her baby daughter.  So, my friend crumbled when her 
daughter got rushed into emergency with an erupted brain tumor.  Even worse, the doctor told 
my friend her daughter was a vegetable.  I told my friend to not listen to the doctor.  There are 
no such things as human vegetables, I said.   
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When I stayed with her daughter on the ward, I played.  I’d jump around, act, and sing.  I’d take 
on goofy voices.  And her daughter would start laughing.  When I told my friend that her daughter 
laughed, my friend dismissed it, too afraid to accept anything but the doctor's label: ‘vegetable.’ 

Later, I encouraged my friend to put her daughter in regular school.  The last I heard, her 
daughter was in grade 2.  A budding academic. 

So, play with your kids.  Build them up with wrestling matches where they win.  Cry out a playful 
“Wah!” when your children say they hate you.  And here’s why, according to Lawrence J.  Cohen, 
author of Playful Parenting:   

• Play helps children work through both trauma and life itself: “Play is … the way that 
children make the world their own, explore, make sense of all their new 
experiences, and recover from life’s upsets” (location 124, 3%). 

• When children misbehave, chances are they need to play out their hurts: 
“Sometimes children … feel so isolated that they retreat into a corner, or come out 
aggressively with both arms swinging… These situations call for creating more 
playtime, not doling out punishment or leaving the lonely child all alone” (location 
237, 4%).   

• So, let your child play out the role of scary monster, doctor, teacher, superhero, 
villain, or parent: “Let the child be in the more powerful position.  It is a simple 
game of role reversal” (location 324, 6%).   

• And don’t be afraid to act like a big goof: “Let’s have more fun: sing goofy songs, 
fall over, exaggerate, have pillow fights, tell jokes” (location 209, 4%). 

• When your child howls, keep up the good work: “If something makes the child 
giggle, then you do it again.  And again, and again, and again” (location 1353, 26%).   

• But when your hurting child calls you names, don’t take it personally: “Children 
say, for example, ‘I hate you,’ or ‘You’re stupid.’ The parent feels outraged or 
rejected.  But the children are not going to curl into your lap and cry, ‘No one likes 
me,’ even though that’s what they really mean” (location 2168, 42%).   

• When your child lashes out at you, turn it into play: “Instead of yelling at them… 
and sending them to their room, we might say, ‘Waaah, Joey called me stupid.  
Waaah, no one likes me.’ Or, ‘You can call me stupid, but you’d better not call me 
Wiener Schnitzel’” (location 2178, 42%).   

• If a child calls you a ‘stinker,’ say, “Hey, you gave away my secret name, waaah” 
(location 9679, 19%).  Translate the child’s “insult into a request for some 
connection” (location 989, 19%).  Get the child howling, not bawling.   

• Turn your child’s aggressive behavior into laughter: “When a child pretends to 
shoot you and says, ‘You’re dead,’ try falling over dead, in a dramatic death scene, 
right on top of him ….  If your daughter calls you a stupid idiot, try being so stupid 
you can’t tell her from a pillow, and try to take a nap on top of her” (location 1018, 
20%).   

• And use play to help your child overcome fear: “To help children with fears … it 
often helps to play as if you are the one who is scared, and really exaggerate it.  
Make sure they don’t feel mocked or humiliated.  It helps if you don’t imitate them 
exactly, but just take the general idea and exaggerate it” (location 1448, 28%).   

I read an article that encouraged parents to nag their children into doing chores.  But doing so 
through playing not nagging makes better sense, doesn’t it? 

So, sing your love for cleaning in the voice of a Muppet.   
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Porkpie Hat Darjeeling Jones 
Into the Woods 
 

One of humanity’s most primal and 
enduring symbols is that of the forest.  
Reaching back into some of our earliest 
folktales, it has represented our often-
uneasy relationship with the world; a 
largely uncharted domain of shifting 
shadows and potential dangers.  Always, 
we are pulled from the safety of the 
known—the warm circle of family, the 
small cluster of village lights—into the 
strange, wide world, the metaphorical 
darkness of the woods.  We are pulled by 
necessity, the search for sustenance or 
the desire for broader horizons.  Like 
fairy-tale wanderers, traveling under a 
curse, we must move forward, never 
quite sure of our bearings, never quite 

free of our fear, unsure whether the next fork in the forest path will bring us sought after treasure 
or sharp, flashing teeth.   

As a species, our imagination is rife with manifestations of our fears.  Like extravagant 
mushrooms, the permutations spring up from the fecund forest floor of our imaginations, 
permeating our art and our spirituality: folktale witches and wolves, Satan and Beelzebub, Darth 
Vader and Hannibal Lecter.   

Fear can take many forms, wear many masks.  It is as multifarious as life itself.  I would even 
suggest, on a societal level, that racism, restrictive immigration policies, and nuclear arsenals are 
nothing more than extreme symbols of our primal fear of the unknown.  And herein is our 
greatest danger to ourselves.  As Sir Francis Bacon once cautioned, nothing is as terrible as fear 
itself.   

We have been taught by so many stories to believe the great struggle of the universe is between 
God and the Devil, good and evil.  Perhaps the argument should be made that the true apocalyptic 
clash is between freedom and fear.  Can we find the freedom within ourselves to think clearly 
and creatively, to embrace and relish diversity, to unchain our hearts and souls? Or do we cower 
in the shadows of the woods, and fire arrows at everything we perceive as a threat?  

So, if it is true that fear itself is the bogeyman we must face down if we are to survive and thrive, 
what are the best weapons for our survival? What is the blade that will bring down the great 
bristling wolf of our imminent self-destruction? I see it as a double-edge blade, with one edge 
being imagination, and the other being human reason.   

As far as imagination goes, there’s an obvious irony at work.  It is, after all, imagination that gives 
rise to fears in the first place.  Our ability to conceive of dangers beyond the immediate.  Yet, one 
of the surest ways to dispel monsters is to confront them.  The imagination, when manifested in 
art, gives shape to the monsters that lurk in the shadows.  At the same time, art has a healing 
power, appealing to the universal imagination.  It allows us to connect one to the other, 
understanding the universality of our fears, as well as our wonder.   
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Art, when it is truly relevant, truly visceral, revels in and explores the darkness, rather than 
denying it.  It reassures us that life can be rich and worthwhile, despite the darkness.  Danger, 
brutality and madness are intrinsic to life.  If there are mermaids, there are also monsters.  Rather 
than pretending they don’t exist, it illuminates them.  It reaches out to take our hand, telling us 
that others have seen the demons as well, that others have shared our fears.  I think it is in its 
unblinking gaze at both the beauty and the ugliness of existence that art reaches it highest 
purpose.   

The other sharp edge we need is clear-eyed reason and logic.  One of the classic responses to fear 
is the “fight or flight” mechanism.  Another is denial.  Is this why so many of us are afraid to 
acknowledge the reality of climate change? Is it fear of losing what we have that makes so many 
of us afraid of immigrants? Fear of losing our sense of identity that causes us to mock and deride 
those we see as different? Fear of change that causes us to vote into power ranting demagogues 
who promise a return to some imagined time of glory? I believe it is, and the antidote to that 
crippling terror resides in our higher attributes: reason, logic, courtesy, and respect.   

Live the rest of our existence as a species quaking in our boots and destroying all that is good 
about us and around us? Well, “bugger that for a game of soldiers,” as an English friend of mine 
used to say.  It’s high time we stopped shivering in the woods, and gathered together beneath the 
immense, star-filled skies to share some really good stories about how much better the world 
could be.   

 
 
 
In Conversation Wanda Waterman 
With Steven Blane 
 

Steven Blane is a New York-based 
singer who writes his songs in a 
vintage jazz chanteur style, 
accompanying himself on the 
acoustic guitar, ukulele, and piano.  
He’s written an off-off-broadway rock 
opera, acted in a broadway show, and 
produced audio-books, among 
numerous other adventures.  His sixth 
album, So New York, has just been 
released, and its laid-back charm is 
enchanting critics all over the 
continent.  Blane also serves as a 
Cantor and a Rabbi.  He recently took 
the time to answer our questions 

about his fascinating life and unusual musical career. 

What kind of childhood did you have? 
I had a wonderful childhood.  I always felt safe and loved. 

https://www.stevenblane.com/
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What role did music play in it? 
When I was about 10 or so, my mother let me have drum lessons, but I never got past the practice 
pad.  It was a while later — I was about 13 or so — that I took voice lessons from a vocal coach 
who had a small space in the Ed Sullivan Theatre.  They were 15-minute lessons, I recall, and an 
hour was $50.  Big money for those days and my family. 

Were you trained in music or did you teach yourself? 
I started playing chords and writing songs on nylon guitar at about 15.  But I was singing years 
before.  I majored in music in college; that was a total blast for me.  All the pieces came together.  
By the way, all these years later I’ve come back to the nylon guitar! 

You’re apparently familiar with the style of jazz standards.  Were they in your life from the beginning 
or did you discover them later on? 
You know, I was always interested in more than the three basic chords, one, four, and five.  Even 
songs from my earliest days and then in my 20’s had more interesting melodies and harmonies.  
I just never associated them with jazz.   

The jazz thing really only hit me about six years ago when we moved to Manhattan officially and 
I started truly listening to musicians and tunes at the local clubs.  It just felt natural to write and 
sing in that style.  I took vocal performance classes with this amazing jazz Singer, Marion 
Cowings, and he helped inspire me.   

I started writing songs for his classes and the fire was lit again after many years of inactivity.  My 
lyrics also tend to aspire to cleverness (not sure I achieve it all the time), and I have totally come 
to love the great songbook writers—Van Heusen, Styne, Gershwin, Berlin—basically the guys who 
wrote all the classics for Crosby, Sinatra, Bennett, and Ella. 

Who—or what—has been the best influence on you as an artist?  
Well I know I loved Elvis as a kid.  Still do.  And I have come to really appreciate the performance 
artistry of Sinatra and Fitzgerald.  So much so that I imagine them singing my songs.  I actually 
think they might have cut some of them if I were alive in their era.  There are many great singers 
today as well who inspire me.  Bublé comes to mind. 

But as influences for my songwriting, it comes down to so many writers.  Again Jimmy Van 
Heusen was simply a songwriter g-d.  The Gershwins and Berlin.  I also love Tom Waits.  Joni of 
course.  I dig Orbison and Petty too.  And ah — Leonard Cohen! Sondheim has also crept into 
my writing consciousness.  I’m always listing for great writers.  I love Laura Marling as well. 

As a human being? 
As a human being they have all influenced me.  Particularly their struggles and their process.  
Their commitment to the craft. 

How do your songs come to you? 
My songs come to me in different ways.  Sometimes it’s a lyric, an observation.  Sometimes it’s a 
melody or a rhythmic groove.  Titles are the easiest way I think.  A good title will write itself.  I 
don’t write best coming from some emotional crisis.  I really do think of myself as a dedicated 
craftsman.  I relish being an artist who’s exploring stories and situations.   
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What do you like best so far about So New York? 
You know, I really do love this album.  First of all, I love NYC! Writing about her is a pretty 
constant theme.  I visit her streets, her people, her rhythms.  I recorded all the vocal and guitar 
tracks on a cheap Shure mic, then brought in my band for overdubs.  Had a wonderful engineer 
named Josh, and we did it all in my apartment.  I love the fact that it’s imperfect.  It’s organic and 
raw and true. 

Did anything funny or weird happen while you were making it? 
Well, I honestly didn’t think it was going to work.  You see, I hadn’t used a click track when I’d 
recorded the guitar and vocal.  The band had a tough time, since my tempos drifted.  But Josh, 
the recording engineer, and the band and I made some magic and pulled it all together. 

I understand that you’re also a Rabbi, but certainly not a conventional one.  And a Cantor.  And an 
audio books producer.  How were you able to cobble together such a disparate — but essentially 
connected — set of occupations? 
Ha.  Good question.  Here’s a short answer: It wasn’t up to me.  I have been guided all along by a 
power much greater than myself.  That being said, the journey has been awesome, and I wouldn’t 
have been as ready as I am now for whatever unfolds in my artistic career without living the life 
I’ve lived. 

How do you regenerate after giving yourself heavily to your art?  
I could do the art all day, every day.  In fact, I do.  I write, perform, record, write, perform, record; 
no regeneration needed.  But I do try to pace myself and take care of myself.  I bike 10-12 miles 
a day or walk 4-6 miles.  I eat well and healthily.  I want to keep doing what I love as long as I 
possibly can. 

To your pastoral work? 
Well you know I do not have a traditional pulpit, one in which I must serve a particular 
community 24/7.  My community is online, and it’s the world!  My basic contribution these days 
is officiating at online Services every Friday and conducting sold-out High Holiday Services at 
the Bitter End.  I mean the regeneration is at my schedule and kind of built-in at this stage of my 
Rabbinic career! 

What conditions do you need in your life to maintain your creative flow? 
Health, gigs, and time.  Sometimes life gets in the way of art and takes me away from my rhythm.  
You know a trip away or a busy High Holiday season takes me off my writing schedule.  But I 
always know I’ll be back to it soon. 

Are there any books, albums, or films that have influenced your work? 
Everything I read, watch, and do has an influence on my work.  Sadly, I’m not a big fiction reader.  
I’m a daily NY Times, Washington Post cover to cover reader.  I guess that gives away my politics 
too.  I’m a big fan of foreign films, sci-fi, and old black and white films, too.  Anything with Steve 
Martin and Meryl.  And Alec Baldwin! 

What do you think Donald Trump would say about your music? 
I don’t know.  I guess he might like it.  But please, don’t get me started… 
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If you had an artistic mission statement, what would it be? 
Like every other songwriter, I want to write songs that connect with people.  I greatly respect the 
craft and poetry of constructing lyrics and applying melody.  I am also proud to represent the 
viewpoint from my age and vantage point in life. 

What’s next for you? 
Why, another album of course! I’ve got the tunes ready to go.  We’re going to do this one live 
with a rhythm section in my living room! 

Do you have anything to add? 
I want to thank you for the interview.  It’s an honor to be asked about my work.  Blessings to you 
and your readers. 

Wanda also writes the blog The Mindful Bard: The Care and Feeding of the Creative Self. 
 

 

Women of Interest Barb Godin 
Alice Ball 

Alice Ball was a chemist who developed a treatment for 
leprosy involving the injection of chaulmoogra oil.  Dr. 
Harry T. Hollmann, who had been working with leprosy 
patients, sought out Ball when he discovered her thesis 
entitled "The Chemical Constituents of Piper 
Methysticum".  Hollmann was working with chaulmoogra 
oil as a treatment for leprosy, and the results were not 
without problems.  The substance was too sticky to use as 
a topical treatment, very painful when used as an 
injectable, and even ingesting caused the patients to vomit 
from the bitter taste.  Through her research, Ball was able 
to develop a technique to transform chaulmoogra oil into 
a substance that could be injected and absorbed by the 
body.  This technique became known as "The Ball Method" 
and was the only successful treatment for leprosy.   

Alice Ball was the first African American and the first 
woman to receive a master's degree from the University of 
Hawaii.  Ball was born on July 24, 1892 in Seattle 
Washington.  The family moved to Hawaii hoping that the 
warm weather would help her grandfather's arthritis; 
unfortunately he died shortly after the move.  Before 
relocating to Hawaii, Alice earned two bachelor degrees, 

one in pharmaceutical chemistry and the second one in pharmacy.  Upon graduation Ball was 
offered many scholarships and became the first black, female chemistry professor at the 
University of Hawaii.   

Alice Ball died December 31, 1916, at the age of 24 and was unable to publish her findings under 
her name.  As a result, Arthur L. Dean, president of the University of Hawaii, who was also a 

http://themindfulbard.com/
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chemist, continued with Ball's work and published her findings, claiming her discovery for 
himself and renaming her technique the "Dean Method," without giving Ball any credit.  At that 
time, it was common for men to take credit for women's discoveries.  Six years after her death, 
Dr. Harry Hollmann, who encouraged Ball's work, published a paper, giving Ball the credit she 
deserved for her discovery.  The cause of Ball's untimely death was stated as unknown, although 
it is said that she inhaled chlorine gas while teaching a chemistry lab class.   

Eight thousand leprosy patients benefited from the Alice Ball's work, as they were now able to 
stay in their own homes and receive treatment.  Ball's work was not recognized by the University 
of Hawaii for almost 90 years, but in 2000 a plaque was dedicated to her and hung on the only 
chaulmoogra tree on the university campus.  Also, February 29 was declared Alice Ball Day and 
is celebrated every four years.  In 2017, Paul Wermager, a professor at the University of Hawaii, 
who has extensively studied Alice Ball, made the following statement:  

“Not only did she overcome the racial and gender barriers of her time to become one of the very 
few African-American women to earn a master’s degree in chemistry, [but she] also developed 
the first useful treatment for Hansen’s disease. Her amazing life was cut too short at the age of 24. 
Who knows what other marvelous work she could have accomplished had she lived.” 

Additional information on the remarkable Alice Ball may be found at the following websites: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alice_Ball 
https://www.biography.com/people/alice-ball 
 
Barbara Godin is a graduate of AU and writes the “Dear Barb” column. She lives in London, Ontario with her husband and two dogs. She can be 
reached on twitter @BarbGod 
 

 

 

Unearthing classic articles from previous issues of The Voice 
Magazine. 

As Thanksgiving weekend gets underway in Canada, we present two 
reflections on Thanksgivings past.   

Eating like it's 1949.  Writer Teresa Neuman takes a nostalgic perusal 
through her grandmother's cookbook, which she's recently inherited.  
"... my health conscience brain has put the brakes on deep-fried 'Sour 

Cream Doughnuts' (Page 1534) or I would be in the kitchen making them 
right now..."  Family Heirloom Not For Sale—"Worth another look", 

October 8, 2003 

More thanks than giving.  After stuffing himself with turkey, Greg Ryan sits back and 
enumerates what he is thankful for.  "Above all, I’m alive. Life itself is a gift to be cherished.  
However, the Death Clock never stops ticking. As of this writing I have 929,620,615 seconds left 
to me."  Thanksgiving Revisited, October 31, 2008. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alice_Ball
https://www.biography.com/people/alice-ball
https://www.voicemagazine.org/2003/10/08/family-heirloom-not-for-sale-worth-another-look/
https://www.voicemagazine.org/2008/10/31/thanksgiving-revisited/
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Grown up Too Soon 
Children don't have to be abused to suffer the effects of family 
violence. 
 
Dear Barb: 

I am the oldest of three. My parents have a terrible 
relationship; they drink excessively and argue constantly.  I 
worry about my two little sisters. I don't know how they are 
going to be able to maintain any kind of a relationship having 
my parents as their role models. I have had a few 
relationships, but I don't know how to resolve conflict, I either 
yell at my partner, or walk away. Nothing ever gets resolved. 
I have tried talking to my parents about their fighting and 
drinking, but they say I'm overreacting. They say everyone 
has a relationship like them. They do not see anything 
dysfunctional between them. I personally think they are both 
alcoholics. Most of the fights start after a night of drinking. I 
have had to call the police a couple of times to stop the 
fighting and my parents freaked out on me for doing that. My 
dad broke my mom's arm once and I went to the emergency 
with her and she told them she fell down the stairs. I could tell 
they didn't believe her. I even tried to get my parents to 
separate, believing some time apart might help them see how 
sick they both are. I really want to find a way to help my little 
sisters; do you know of any programs that I could get them 
into before it's too late? Thanks, Gena. 

Hi Gena: 

You have had to grow up far too soon. You are so brave and mature, having to get through such 
a difficult childhood. Your siblings are lucky to have you to care for them and show them some 
sort of role model. Children who grow up in homes where violence is present suffer as much as 
if the violence was directed towards them.  The results of family violence can include emotional, 
behavioural and developmental problems within the child. Your parents may believe that you 
and your sisters are not impacted by the violence, because the violence is not directed at you, but 
that is not the case.  Children who grow up in these types of homes suffer from feelings of self 
blame, shame and guilt. They may also experience sadness, separation anxiety, fear of strangers, 
and not being able to trust people. You are right in trying to get some help for your young siblings 
and for yourself as well. There are many places you and your siblings can go for help. Begin with 
your family doctor, he or she will be able to direct you to the child and family services in your 
area. You can also contact your local Alanon chapter, they offer weekly support groups for people 
living with alcoholics. Through these agencies you will be able to access other support groups and 
counselors. Don’t forget the Kid's Help Line at 1-800-668-6868, it’s free and can give support 
options local to your area.  I'm pretty sure you and your sisters will be able to get through this 
with you at the helm. Thanks for your letter Gena.  

Follow Barb on twitter @BarbGod 
Email your questions to voice@voicemagazine.org.  Some submissions may be edited for length or to protect confidentiality; your real name 
and location will never be printed.  This column is for entertainment only.  The author is not a professional counsellor and this column is not 
intended to take the place of professional advice.  

mailto:voice@voicemagazine.org


 

 

 
FYi Doctors Discounts 

  
FYi Doctor is a partnered with AUSU to bring AUSU 
members some great deals for their vision needs. 
They have some great deals going on right now that 
you won’t want to miss out on!   
 

 
Visit our website to be linked to these great 

deals and more! 
 

While you are there, be sure to take a minute to 
check out all of the other great services AUSU 
has to offer. Let us help make your AU 
experience a little easier. 

 

 

 
 

Twitter Giveaway 
  
That’s right, AUSU has more great prizes to give 
away! 
 

 
 

Tweet @austudentsunion about how you are getting 
ready for fall for your chance to win Amazon gift 
cards, Swell water bottles, and more!  Be sure to 
use the hashtag #aufallprep 
 
Our contest ends August 31st, so don’t miss out 
before September long weekend. 

 
 

Contact Us 
 
Phone (local): 780-497-7000 
Phone (toll free): 1-855-497-7003 
Email: admin@auss.org 
Twitter: @austudentsunion 
Facebook: @austudentsunion 
Instagram: @austudentsunion 
Website: ausu.org 
 
AUSU will keep students at the heart of the 
organization, understanding that its primary 
objective is to enhance the overall undergraduate 
student experience at Athabasca University. AUSU 
accomplishes this by keeping students first, 
remaining relevant, being accountable, striving for 
excellence, fostering community, and strongly 
advocating for our members. 
 
We’d love to hear from you! 

IMPORTANT DATES 

• August 24th: Athabasca Meet & Greet  
• August 31st: AUSU Twitter Giveaway closes 
• September 3rd: AUSU Office is closed for Labour Day 
• September 13th: Public Council Meeting 

This space is provided by AUSU. The Voice does not create or 
edit this content. Contact services@ausu.org with any questions.  

https://www.ausu.org/services/student-resources/eyewear/
https://www.ausu.org/services/student-resources/eyewear/
https://twitter.com/austudentsunion
mailto:admin@auss.org
https://twitter.com/austudentsunion
https://www.facebook.com/austudentsunion/
https://www.instagram.com/austudentsunion/
https://www.ausu.org/
mailto:services@ausu.org
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CLASSIFIEDS 
 
 
 

Classifieds are free for AU students! 
Contact voice@voicemagazine.org for more information. 
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